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• Part 1: Brief overview of “standard” cosmic strings   
               and cosmic superstrings

• Introduction and motivation 

• Standard strings with no junctions, evolution and open questions.

• CMB constraints for standard cosmic strings

• Evolution of cosmic superstrings = strings with junctions  

• Part 1I: Gravitational wave bursts from
                cosmic superstring networks

• kinks and cusps

• GWB from a network of standard strings with no junctions: cusp dominated

• GWB from a network of strings with junctions: kink dominated

[A.Bohé, P.Binétruy, T.Hertog & DAS] 



Introduction and Motivation:
cosmic strings and cosmic superstrings

G! H

• Line-like objects of cosmic size appearing in:

Cosmic strings: field theory.   Topological defects formed in spontaneous symmetry breaking
phase transitions  [Kibble 76]

Cosmic superstrings: super-string theory.  Fundamental (F) and Dirichlet (D) strings, as well as
their bound states, thought to form, for eg, at the end of brane inflation [Jones et al, Sarangi and Tye,...]

• Both hypothetical objects! Neither have been directly observed yet.

• Observations          constraints on the parameters of underlying theory.

• But both have a variety of potentially observable signatures:
Gravitational waves; CMB anisotropies & B-modes; lensing,...

t ! 10!44s

t ! 10!35s cosmic strings formed at GUT phase transition; 

cosmic superstrings

.  Thought to form in early universe.
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[Battye et al 08]



• Examples of linear topological defects in condensed matter physics 
      -- vortices in superfluid helium
      -- vortices atomic Bose-Einstein condensates, 
      -- magnetic flux tubes in superconductors

• Strings with junctions (colour flux tubes) studied
  in QCD as models of baryons [Artru,..].  

• Cosmic strings analogous, produced during one of the early symmetry breaking phase transitions 
predicted by many particle physics models, eg GUT. [Jeannerot et al 03]  unavoidable feature of SUSY GUT models 

• Spontaneous symmetry breaking phase transitions occur in numerous different systems,
   across all energy scales.

• bursts and stochastic background:

• Potentially observable GW emission 
(LIGO-VIRGO, LISA,..) 
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[Damour and Vilenkin 01,05; Siemens et al 06, 07]

sensitivity of



Attractive feature of cosmic (super)-string: only a few free parameters

1) string tension, in dimensionless units. Gµ

- GUT Cosmic strings: t ! 10!35s

- Cosmic superstrings: t ! 10!44s

Gµ ∼ 10−6

? < Gµ < 10!7

2)      , parametrises result of string collisions 
     (i.e. parametrises in a very simple way the short range interactions between strings)  

P

prob prob P1− P

(neglects any dependence on the angle between strings, their 
relative velocity, any other possible outcomes...)

- “Standard” Cosmic strings P = 1

- Cosmic superstrings: P < 1 10−3(perhaps even as small as          )

• No long range interactions between strings (or internal currents...)

:  Always intercommute, with formation of 4 kinks.

(Huge!)
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r ! 10!32cm (Tiny!)

SNG = !µ

!
d2!

"
!det("ab)

[Dirac-Born-Infeld]
• Nambu-Goto action: dynamics, stress energy tensor etc



“Standard” cosmic strings: 

x

y

V

P = 1

n µn

|n| = 1 µ = µ|n|=1

P = 1

Strings of Abelian-Higgs Model

STRING

• String solutions labeled by winding number     , tension

• Type II regime             , only              strings stable 

• Simulations:          for nearly all string velocities and angles [Shellard et al], but see also
[Achucarro and de Putter ’06]



[Matzner ’88]



– dynamics of a single string from Nambu-Goto action equations of motion + Tµν

– evolution of network from                   to today. 

physics, CMB, GWs etc (and can do this for               P ≤ 1 )
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Standard cosmic strings: Network evolution

– Network of loops and infinite strings, formed after the phase transition [Kibble, Zurek, Rivers et al, Rajantie et al....]

t ! 10−35s
}Or use 

Abelian-Higgs 
e of m

Evolution very difficult: Numerical [Shellard et al, Ringeval et al, Vilenkin et al, Hindmarsh et al...,...]
Analytical [Kibble et al, Shellard et al, Copeland et al,...]

L!

– disparity of scales: 
distance between wiggles/kinks             
distance between strings  

∼ Gµ ∼ 10!6

∼ RH

– many loops 

– infinite strings.

L!

!

!
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Standard cosmic strings:  Network evolution

L!

!

Two boxes of string in the matter era (horizon fills simulation box)

1) NG simulations 2) Field-theory simulations

[Ringeval et al] [Bevis et al]



• Broad agreement on large scale properties: 
- “scaling” solution: energy density of strings is a fixed (tiny) faction, of energy density of the universe
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– average size of loops produced by intercommutation at time t ? 

– Characterized by             , if use an analytical model. 

• But disagreement on small scales: more “free parameters”
– Energy loss through particle production? 
                          or gravitational radiation emitted by oscillating loops?

– size of small scale/wiggle structure on strings? Does it “scale” (grow in proportion to t)?

! = "t

free parameters: Gµ, P, !,!

!̇ = !!Gµ

and more...

Problematic Standard cosmic string network evolution

!! =
µ

L2
!

L! ! twith

!̇! ! "2H!! "
!!
L!

reason:
expansion

if loop production

1-scale model [Kibble, Martins+Shellard...]

[Austin et al, Polchinski et al,
Copeland and Kibble, 
Martins+Shellard...]



• Broad agreement for a “scaling solution”: 

• But disagreement over details of evolution: more “free parameters”

Gµ, P, !,!
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“Standard” cosmic string evolution

GW signatures

CMB, B-mode

• Kaiser-Stebbins effect: moving cosmic string induces a relative speed between light source and
observer           Doppler shift.

!T

T
= 8"Gµ#v

• line-like temperature discontinuities.

( )

• Metric around a string has a conical deficit angle.



Temperature anisotropy from standard cosmic strings
[Pogosian et al, Bevis et al,...]

Active perturbations:

differential time operator,     pertn in energy density etc,       source  

String induced anisotropy cannot exceed ~             10%

Gµ ! 0.7" 10!6

of total at ! = 10
[Bevis et al, 
astro-ph/0702223]

P = 1



B-mode polarisation from standard cosmic strings
• The ISW effect from gravity waves (tensor modes)

• Anisotropic stress produced by defects (vector and tensor modes)

• Lensing of E-mode by large scale structures

String generated vector- B-mode can exceed the GW contribution

[Pogosian et al, 
Bevis et al, 
Garcia-Bellido et al, 
Seljak et al...]



2) What happens when two strings collide?

 
or

 – probabilities depend on angle and relative velocities in a calculable way [Copeland, Kibble & DAS]

1) One or more tensions Gµi for eg, tension of F- strings, D-strings, (p,q) bound state

m

n

14

or ....

Parameters      and     too simpleµ P

• If different charges, can form 2 junctions and 4 kinks

• Same charge/colour strings:

SDBI = !µq

!
d2!

"
!det("ab + #Fab) µ =

!

p2 +
q2

g2
s



2) What happens when two strings collide?

 
or

 – probabilities depend on angle and relative velocities in a calculable way [Copeland, Kibble & DAS]

1) One or more tensions Gµi for eg, tension of F- strings, D-strings, (p,q) bound state

m

n

14

Cosmic super-strings, or string networks with junctions

or ....

Parameters      and     too simpleµ P

• If different charges, can form 2 junctions and 4 kinks

• Same charge/colour strings:

SDBI = !µq

!
d2!

"
!det("ab + #Fab) µ =

!

p2 +
q2

g2
s



|n| = 1 µ! < 2e2

Can have strings of many different tensions, 
bound states and Y-junctions

1
µn=2 < 2µn=1

Abelian-Higgs model in the type

Abelian-Higgs model in the type II

, all n as 
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Networks with junctions appear in a variety of situations other than cosmic superstrings:

Strings in U(1)xU(1)

[Saffin]

Non-abelian strings

[McGraw, M.Bucher]
[Urrestilla and Vilenkin]



|n| = 1 µ! < 2e2

Can have strings of many different tensions, 
bound states and Y-junctions

1
µn=2 < 2µn=1

Abelian-Higgs model in the type

Abelian-Higgs model in the type II

, all n as 

15

Cosmic super-strings, or string networks with junctions

Networks with junctions appear in a variety of situations other than cosmic superstrings:

Strings in U(1)xU(1)

[Saffin]

Non-abelian strings

[McGraw, M.Bucher]
[Urrestilla and Vilenkin]



• Strings of equal tension approaching each 
other with large    cannot form a bound
state and two junctions !

v

[Copeland, Kibble & DAS]

• NG/DBI equations of motion + 
 length of the bound state string must 
increase with time
 kinematic constraints in (alpha,v) plane



Simulations of Abelian-Higgs string collisions in type I regime
[P.Salmi, et al]



Junctions
Junctions

m

n



Evolution of string networks with junctions

• More complicated still.

• Three tensions µ1, µ2, µ3 – infinite strings of each

– junctions joining them

– closed loops of each

– closed loops with junctions

• Scaling solution, or does the network tangle up and dominate the energy density of the universe?

[Copeland, Kibble and DAS, Tye, 
Leblond.., Avgoustidis and Copeland, 
Saffin, Urrestilla and Vilenkin, Saffin and 
Copeland, Rivers & DAS.......]

• Much recent analytical and numerical work (both in expanding universe and in flat space)

• Indicate a scaling solution with if µ1 ! (µ2, µ3)

!1
!, !2

!, !3
!

!1
! ! (!2

!, !3
!)
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• Part 1: Review of “Standard” cosmic strings   
                           and cosmic superstrings

• Introduction and motivation 

• Standard strings with no junctions, evolution and open questions.

• CMB constraints for standard cosmic strings

• Evolution of strings with junctions = cosmic superstrings

• Part 1I: Gravitational wave bursts from
               standard cosmic string and cosmic superstring networks

[A.Bohé, P.Binétruy, T.Hertog & DAS] 

• Loop dynamics:  no junctions vs junctions = periodic loops vs non-periodic loops

• proliferation of number of kinks on strings with junctions.

• GWB from a network of strings with junctions (kinks)



S = !µ

!
d2!

"
!det("ab)

• Nambu-Goto action
xµ(!, ")

with induced metric !ab = "axµ"bx
!#µ!

• In the standard conformal-temporal gauge xµ(σ, t) = (t,x(t, σ)) with

ẋ · x! = 0 and ẋ2 + x!2 = 1

S = !µ

!
dtd!

"
x!2(1! ẋ2)

x!! ! ẍ = 0Eq of motion Left/Right decomposition

x(!, t) =
1
2
!
a(! + t) + b(! ! t)

"
with ||a

!
|| = ||b

!
|| = 1

• Dynamics determined by the initial conditions              andx!(0, !) ẋ(0, !)

! ! [0, L]

with

Loops evolve periodically: a and b are periodic functions

! = 0
! = L

Loop dynamics: a) no junctions

, string position

•    measures invariant length along a string. For loop   ! and x(0, t) = x(L, t)



Cusps and kinks (definitions)

a!(!" + t") = !b!(!" ! t")

Point that goes at the speed of light |ẋ| = 1.

Since ẋ(!, t) = 1
2 (a′(! + t)− b′(! − t)), a cusp happens at (t∗, !∗) if

Discontinuity in x! (either in a! (left-moving) or in b! (right-moving)).

Since x!(σ, t) = 1
2 (a!(σ + t) + b!(σ ! t)), a kink propagates on the string

Kink

Cusp

Variables 

u = ! + t v = ! ! t

=! x! = 0



A

B

µ1
µ2

!3

Loops dynamics b) with junctions

S = !
!

q=1,2,3

µq

"
dt

" sB
q (t)

sA
q (t)

d!q

#
x!2

q (1! ẋ2
q)

+
!

J=(A,B)

!

q

"
dt fJ

q · [xq(t, sJ
q (t))!XJ(t)].

• Modified Nambu action

No periodicity

[Copeland, Kibble, DAS], hep-th/0601153,061243

σ1

• Equations away from junctions: ẍj ! x!!
j = 0

xj =
1
2

[aj(!j + t) + bj(!j ! t)]

with solution

• At each junction: !

j

µj ṡj = 0 ṡ1 = function(ṡ2, ṡ3,b′
j)and

ṡ2 = function(ṡ1, ṡ3,b!
j)

ṡ3 = function(ṡ1, ṡ2,b!
j)(energy conservation)

(nearly) known from 
the initial conditions 
xj(sj(0), 0) ẋj(sj(0), 0)

• Can solve for whole system: andXA(t),XB(t)

|a!
j | = |b!

j | = 1

xj = 0, ẋj = 0





GW bursts from standard periodic loops (1/3)

h(T T )
ij (x, !) =

4G

r
ei!rT (T T )

ij (!n, !)

Tij !
! "

a!(i(u)e
i!
2 (u"n·a(u))du

#! "
b!j)(v)e

!i!
2 (v+n·b(v))dv

#

[Damour, Vilenkin, gr-qc/0104026]

• Solve the Einstein equations: wavezone approximation

• Compute the stress energy tensor. Left/right factorized expression 
obtained thanks to periodicity

• Compute each integral (independently)

• if dynamics known, can be computed numerically

• identify the leading contributions in the large frequency regime (bursts)

u = ! + t
v = ! ! t

Here (i,j) SPATIAL indices



• Consider the integral 

I(!) =
! b

a
dtf(t)e!i!"(t)

• If 

2) f(t) and !(t) are smooth in the interval

1) There is no stationary phase or saddle point ( !t " [a, b], !̇ #= 0 ) 

3) On boundaries 

! !"in the high frequency limit 

then can change integration variable to ! using 2) and integrate by parts; the boundary terms don’t

contribute due to 3), and integrate as many times as you like thanks to 1) to show that

I(!)! 0 as ! !" faster than any power of 1/!

• Violations of 1), 2) and/or 3) give the dominant contributions: 

A) Saddle point !̇ = 0 I(!) ! 1
!2/3

then

B) Discontinuity in I(!) ! 1
!

C) Edge term: 

f then

I(!) ! 1
!

!k " 0 f (k)(a) = f (k)(b), !(k)(a) = !(k)(b)

Always true for periodic loops:
no edge terms possible

(technically here have
taken           since
this will be true in 
string case) 

!̈ = 0



Tij !
! "

a!(i(u)e
i!
2 (u"n·a(u))du

#! "
b!j)(v)e

!i!
2 (v+n·b(v))dv

#

• Each integral of the form  I(!) =
! b

a
dtf(t)e!i!"(t)

• Dominant contribution in the   ω ! L regime:

and don’t need to worry about boundaries

Saddle point/Saddle point:

Cusp

hij !
1

!4/3

(This is the leading 
order term after that 
TT projection)

emission in and (around) a given direction

n · a!(us) = 1 and n = a!(us) = !b!(vs)

hij !
1
!2

Saddle point/Discontinuity: hij !
1

!5/3

n · a!(us) = 1 and b! discontinuous n = a!(us)

emission in (around) a fan-like set of directionsKink

Amplitude ! a!!
i |!b!

j |

discontinuity/discontinuity:

Kink-kink emission in all directions

n · b!(vs) = !1



GW bursts from loops with junctions (1/2)

• Many more contributions:

• no periodicity        boundary terms (junctions)

• junctions moving at the speed of light

discontinuities and saddle points in the 2nd integral

Tij(!,!n) =
µ

4

! !

"!
b#j(v)e"

i!
2 (v+n·b(v))

" ! uB(v)

uA(v)
a#i(u)e

i!
2 (u"n·a(u))du

#
dv

ṡA = !1 and duA/dv = 0
ṡB = 1 and duB/dv = !"

0

u

v

uB

uA

!

t

sBsA

Tij

Here (i,j) still SPATIAL indices, and consider one string only

v

• No periodicity:        not factorized:

• Strategy: apply the previous discussion to the inside integral to determine its 
dependence on     .  Then consider whole expression

• cusps/kinks are local features:
- far from junctions, recover same results as D&V
- near junctions, small correction factor for amplitude 



GW bursts from loops with junctions (2/2)

Despite their apparent "spiky" nature, junctions
do not radiate spontaneously

New contributions, specific to loops with junctions:

• kink passing through a junction: hij !
1
!2

emission in all directions

• junction moving at speed of light: hij !
1

!5/3

emission in and (around) a given direction



Kink proliferation on loops with junctions (1/5) 

• When a kink arrives at a junction           3 “daughter kinks”, two transmitted and one reflected.

A

B

µ1
µ2

!3• On a loop, total number of kinks increases (exponentially),
but how about number of large amplitude kinks?

• But what about their amplitude |!b!
j | or |!a!

j | relevant for GW ?

• Is it always reduced relative to that of the initial kink? Answer: NO !

(hkink ! |!b!
j |)



Kink proliferation on loops with junctions (2/5) 

Cj =
Amplitude of the kink transmitted on string j

Amplitude of the incoming kink

Amplitude often reduced 
BUT not always!

• Simple example: an initially static junction with              :

• Definitions: kink amplitude on string    : j

transmission coefficient : =
A[a!

j ]
A[b!

1]

µ2 = µ3

reflected kink always has smaller amplitude.

A[a!
j ] = !!a!

j!0 ! ! 2



Kink proliferation on loops with junctions (3/5) 

• What happens on average?

A

B

µ1
µ2

!3

• And for loops? After time             , have       kinks. t ! nL 3n

how many large amplitude?



Kink proliferation on realistic loops with junctions (4/5) 

Number of kinks of amplitude larger than
0.5 for an actual evolution (log scale)

Lengths of the three strings

Enhancement of the signal from kinks

• Numerical simulations of realistic loops

• Limiting process for amplification and kink numbers
  - self-intersections
  - junctions colliding (unzip? Depend on the underlying theory)

• The number of kinks amplitude larger than any fixed value increases exponentially with time

k



Amplitude of the signal from a cosmological network (1/11)

• So far: amplitude of GWBs from a SINGLE kink/cusp on a SINGLE loop, in local wave zone of the 
source (distances large compared to wavelength, small compared to the cosmological scale)

• now must 1) propagate the GWB in the cosmological space time 
                  2) add effect of ALL kinks on a single loop (   )
                  3) include effect of ALL loops in network,  making sure it is done such that

result is actually observable by an experiment !

1&2)  For a single burst emitted from a loop of typical size    at redshift    , the fourier transform of 
asymtotic GW amplitude at reception is: 

! z

h(frec, z) ! Gµ!

((1 + z)frec!)!

1 + z

t0z

frec = observed frequency

t0 = present age of universe

α = 4/3
= 5/3

= 2

cusp

kink or |ṡ| = 1

kink-kink or kink-junction 

k

z

!z=0

• waveform of individual burst emitted on a given loop is stronger than an individual kink.

• but for whole network not clear which dominates: kinks emit in a fan shaped set of directions; 
  cusps in a cone. Enhances detectability of kinks.

!k
!c



z

h(frec, z) ! Gµ!

((1 + z)frec!)!

1 + z

t0z

z

!z=0

• What is minimal redshift required to ensure a given 
detection rate of burst reaching the observer ?

eg. observation rate of ~1 kink/year, or one cusp/year.

(! = 5/3)

(! = 4/3)
kink

cusp

z_m
zkink
m zcusps

m• minimal redshift differs for kinks and cusps

•  the larger the number of kinks       , the smaller expect zkinks
m

k

•  Then the typical amplitude of the observed kinks could be 
LARGER than for cusps.

h

zzcusp
mzkink

m

,



Loops in a “standard” cosmic string network

• At any time t, a Hubble volume contains a few longs strings and many sub-horizon loops

• Assume that at time t, loops are formed with size 

! = "t (or maybe a lot bigger).! ! !Gµ

• Number density of such loops formed at time t, is n(t) = !!1t!3

• Loops decay at rate !̇ = !!Gµ

• Generally           cusps/oscillation period of the loop, and            kinks/oscillation of loopc ! 1 k ! 1

(1-scale model)

Loops in a cosmic string network with junctions
(1-scale model)

•Add one new free parameter      :  number density of loops with junctions is q n!(t) = qn(t)

•These loops have     kinks on them where this number can be very large  ~k 106

(For now assume all string have same tension    )       

k! = qk

[Martins&Shellard, 
Kibble,...]

µ



Amplitude of the signal from a cosmological network (4/11)

• Let

• What is minimal redshift       required to ensure a detection rate  ~                    for observation?zm

= rate of occurrence of GWB of frequency    reaching us, 
   and emitted in redshift interval z ! z + dz

• Then the rate coming from the redshift interval                      is 0 ! z ! zm

ṅ(f) =
! zm

z=0
dṄ(f, z) = 1 year!1

dṄ(f, z) f

= given function in terms of parameters of network

• From here, solve for       as a function of zm (f, ṅ)

• so that can, finally, find the typical amplitude of (say) kink generated bursts                  
 that we expect to detect at some given occurrence rate, for eg,  ṅ = 1/year

! Ṅ(f, zm, c, k, q,!, Gµ, ...)

(f, z, c, k, q, !, Gµ, ...)

hkink
ṅ (f, c, k, q, Gµ)

= hkink(f, zm(f, ṅ, .....)

• and plot the result as a function of your favourite parameter in the frequency band corresponding
to, say, LISA or LIGO

• Can extract relatively easily dependence on    ,       etcf Gµ

ṅ = 1/year



Amplitude of the signal from a cosmological network (5/11)

38

Calculation of the rate of eventsCalculation of dṄ(z)

cusps

dṄcusps(z) =
!2(z)

4
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(1)

×
c

L(z)
nL(z)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(2)

×(1+ z)−1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(3)

×dV (z)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(4)

(1) beaming fraction of the cone of emission of angle !=
(

frec(1+ z)L(z)
)1/3

(2) number of cusps per unit spacetime volume (c average number of cusps per period of

oscillation per loop)

(3) comes from dtrec = (1+ z)dt

(4) proper spatial volume between z and z+dz

kinks

dṄkinks(z) = !(z)
︸︷︷︸

(1)

×
k

L(z)
nL(z)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(2)

×(1+ z)−1×dV (z)

(1) kinks emit in a thickened fan of directions

(2) number of kinks per unit spacetime volume (k average number of kinks per period of

oscillation per loop)

Bohé Alejandro Gravitational wave bursts from cosmic strings with junctions

Calculation of dṄ(z)

cusps

dṄcusps(z) =
!2(z)

4
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(1)

×
c

L(z)
nL(z)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(2)

×(1+ z)−1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(3)

×dV (z)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(4)

(1) beaming fraction of the cone of emission of angle !=
(

frec(1+ z)L(z)
)1/3

(2) number of cusps per unit spacetime volume (c average number of cusps per period of

oscillation per loop)

(3) comes from dtrec = (1+ z)dt

(4) proper spatial volume between z and z+dz

kinks

dṄkinks(z) = !(z)
︸︷︷︸

(1)

×
k

L(z)
nL(z)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(2)

×(1+ z)−1×dV (z)

(1) kinks emit in a thickened fan of directions

(2) number of kinks per unit spacetime volume (k average number of kinks per period of

oscillation per loop)

Bohé Alejandro Gravitational wave bursts from cosmic strings with junctions



Amplitude of the signal from a cosmological network (6/11)
Predictions from Damour and Vilenkin for a network of “standard” loops 
(no junctions,                    )

ṅ = 1

f = 3.9! 10!3 Hz

c = 1

c = 0.1

k = 1

q = 0, k ! 1

log( )



Amplitude of the signal from a cosmological network (8/11)

Hope: increasing k’ lowers the minimal redshift     giving a detectable rate, 
and therefore enhances the signal from kinks in networks with junctions

Now add junctions: effect is in parameters     and     which always appear in combination
  

q k

k! = qk

zm



frequency 
band of

LISA

Amplitude of the signal from a cosmological network (9/11)

log(!)

log(h)

k’

bursts from cusps,
c=1

bursts from kinks

k’ = 

(! = !Gµ)

sensitivity of LISA



Need to be careful.  When k’ is too large,       might become smaller than the redshift      of
the closes loop to us.

There is no loop 
inside the blue sphere

the maximal amplitude one can get 
from kink bursts is h(zc)

zc = (p!/q)1/3

zm zc



log(!)

log(h)
k’

q

frequency band of
LISA

sensitivity of LISA



k’

q

frequency band of
LISA

However, at larger rates (not 
the maximal amplitude 

signal), bursts from kinks can 
have amplitudes larger than 

bursts from cusps 
(interesting if signal to noise 

is small)

! = 10!9

log ṅ

log h



log(h)

frequency band of
LISA

kink-kink and kink junction bursts 
might also be accesible to LISA

cusps

kinks
 (no junction)

kinks
 (junctions)

kink-kink

kink junction

! = 10!8 q = 10!2 k! = 106

confusion noise limit

but...

log ṅ



• If the rate of arrival of the bursts is too high, they start to superimpose instead 
of arriving one by one. Their random superposition forms a stochastic background 
of gravitational waves that could be detected by LIGO/VIRGO or LISA.

• The background from kinks (or kink-kink bursts) could easily dominate the cusp 
background.

• This background also acts as a (self) confusion noise for the detection of bursts.

• Because of the constraints on GW backgrounds (BBN, pulsars), there will be a 
bound on the number of kinks per loop k



Conclusion

• Cosmic string loops with junctions emit GW bursts at cusps and 
kinks but also when their junctions move at the speed of light and 
when a kink goes through a junction

• The number of (large amplitude) kinks on loops with junctions 
can be very large

• This enhances the signal from kinks by increasing the amplitude of 
the bursts up to a certain limit (and then by increasing the rate of 
bursts of maximal amplitude)

• The observational consequence of this is probably much more 
important for the gravitational wave background

• Cosmic superstrings meet at Y-junctions.



Kink proliferation on loops with junctions (3/6) 

• What happens on average?

µ1 = µ2 = µ3 = 1µ1 = 1 = µ3, µ2 = 0.1



Kink proliferation on loops with junctions (3/6) 

p(C1, C2, C3)

At       generation, how many of the         kinks have an amplitude >     ?

• Really want to study loops with junctions.

• Complicated, due to complicated dynamics of loops.

• Simplified model: forget loop dynamics!

2) All 3 string segments have constant invariant length

3) After time    , there are        kinks. Calculate amplitude of daughter kinks 
assuming random configurations (subject to having correct kink amplitude)  

1) Specify initial number of kinks    and their amplitudes K AK

L

L 3K

4) After time     , there are        kinks, whose amplitude can calculate.32K2L

3nKnth5)

(equivalent to building a tree of kinks:)
k0

k1,1 k1,2 k1,3

kn,1 kn,3

.....
....................

µ1

µ1

µ1

µ2

µ2 µ2 µ2

µ2µ2µ2

µ3

µ3
µ3

µ3

µ1
µ1

µ1

Answer: 
exponential

number

0.5



Kink proliferation on loops with junctions (4/6) 

The number of kinks amplitude larger than any fixed 
value increases exponentially with time

log( kinks with amplitude > 0.5)  

generation n

10^6



Kink proliferation on loops with junctions (4/6) 

The number of kinks amplitude larger than any fixed 
value increases exponentially with time

lo
g(

 k
in

ks
 w

ith
 a

m
pl

itu
de

 >
 0

.5
) 

 

generation n

10^6
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1.0

0.1

0.0

2.01.81.61.4

0.25

1.2

0.2

0.15

0.05

0.80.60.40.20.0

Kink Amplitude

Probability
distribution

!3n " !n(exponentially small no

• Only consider large amplitude kinks 
(relevant for GWB)

• Forget distribution in amplitude 
  & assume     kinks of amplitude k ! 1

• Loops with no junctions,  k ! O(1)

• Loops with junctions,  k ! O(106)

)
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• Part 1: Review of “Standard” cosmic strings   
                           and cosmic superstrings

• Introduction and motivation 

• Standard strings with no junctions, evolution and open questions.

• CMB constraints for standard cosmic strings

• Evolution of cosmic superstrings = strings with junctions  

• Part 1I: Gravitational wave bursts from
               “standard” cosmic string and cosmic superstring networks

• Loop dynamics:  no junctions vs junctions = periodic loops vs non-periodic loops

• kinks and cusps

• GWB from network “standard”cosmic strings

• Kink dynamics and GWB from a network of strings with junctions

[A.Bohé, P.Binétruy, T.Hertog & DAS] 



2) What happens when two strings collide? Sometimes form 2 junctions and 4 kinks

 
or

prob  probabilities depend on angles and 
 velocities in a calculable way
[Copeland, Kibble & DAS]

1− P

1) One or more tensions Gµi for eg, tension of F- strings, D-strings, bound state

m

n

|n| = 1 µ! < 2e2

Can have strings of many different tensions, 
bound states and Y-junctions

1
µn=2 < 2µn=1

Abelian-Higgs model in the type

Abelian-Higgs model in the type II

all n as 

  etc...
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Strings in U(1)xU(1)

[Saffin]

Non-abelian strings

[McGraw, M.Bucher]

or ....
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2) What happens when two strings collide? Sometimes form 2 junctions and 4 kinks

 
or

prob  probabilities depend on angles and 
 velocities in a calculable way
[Copeland, Kibble & DAS]

1− P

1) One or more tensions Gµi for eg, tension of F- strings, D-strings, bound state

m

n

|n| = 1 µ! < 2e2

Can have strings of many different tensions, 
bound states and Y-junctions

1
µn=2 < 2µn=1

Abelian-Higgs model in the type

Abelian-Higgs model in the type II

all n as 

  etc...
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Cosmic super-strings, or String networks with junctions.

Strings in U(1)xU(1)

[Saffin]

Non-abelian strings

[McGraw, M.Bucher]

or ....




